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Chug, Chug Tractor - Dawn Sirett 2013
'Chug Chug Tractor' is the perfect companion for children who love
vehicles, machines, or anything that goes Learn all about Chug Chug
Tractor and the jobs he can do as you follow the tractor around the farm,
showing one busy day from morning to night.
Drive a Tractor - Mary Atkinson 1999
Young readers may imagine themselves as farmers driving a tractor by
turning the three-dimensional wheel and honking the horn
Pop-Up Peekaboo Tractor - Dawn Sirett 2014
Have fun at the farm with tractors and farm animals in this lift-the-flap
and pop-up board book for babies... Both children and parents will enjoy
playing hide and seek to discover cuddly and exciting characters: Farmer
Fred is looking for his big, red tractor; Scarecrow is waiting for the big
combine harvester; and Jim Farm Cat is up to mischief in the yellow
tractor. This early learning lift-the-flap book is ideal for preschool and
hands-on play. Rhyming text encourages early word recognition, and the
colorful pop-up peekaboo surprises help develop imagination and
memory skills. This sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and
children and will keep little ones entertained again and again!
My Little Carry Book Things that Go - Dawn Sirett 2012

A first introduction for toddlers who love tractors! Beep! Beep! Follow
the busy tractor around the farm in this first introduction to tractors.
With layered die-cuts, fun facts, and a mouse to find on every spread!
My First Words Let's Get Talking - DK 2013-01-31
Teaching your little one their first words is as easy as A B C with this fun
board book! Jump-start your toddler's ability to communicate and talk!
Packed with fun-filled pictures, things to name, and simple questions and
activities. This engaging pre-school book is creatively designed to help
your kids find their first words. Can you spot the fluffy teddy bear?
Where is the fluttering butterfly? From toys and farm animals to shapes
and things that go. Your child will love pointing to and naming the
different objects. This is the perfect first-word book for any curious
toddler. This activity book has strong board pages made especially for
young children. The chunky tabs, on the top or the side, are easy to grab
to help with early motor control. Pre-schoolers will quickly recognise the
colourful objects on the tab which will take them straight to the pages
they love. Each section of this educational book is dedicated to a
different theme, such as pets, seaside, or fruits. There are easy to read
labels so your little one can sound out the words with you. Read the fun
text together and help your little ones develop their speaking, listening,
and observational skills as they learn to identify objects. This adorable
picture book is the perfect way to introduce babies and toddlers to
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speaking and listening. It will also boost their language development.
Let's Get Talking - Bright clear photographs of everything from a goldfish
to a puppy. - Chunky tabbed book to improve dexterity. - Easy to read
text with names and descriptions to encourage language development.
More from DK Books: Since toddlers are experiencing lots of things for
the first time, we've made lots of My First tabbed board books! Look
below for other great titles including My First Numbers andLet's Get
Counting.
Spend a Day on the Farm - DORLING KINDERSLEY 2008
Come and join Molly and her baby brother Ben for a fantastic day down
on Swallowdale Farm with this interactive book and DVD set There are
lots of things to see and do on the farm: from shearing sheep to
collecting eggs. Discover them all with your child as Molly and Ben, the
farmer's children, guide you around the animals and crops. Plus watch
the 15 minute live action DVD together and meet cuddly farm animals.
You'll see chicks hatching from eggs, milking time in the cow shed and
ducklings taking their first swim in the pond.
Baby Baa Baa! - DK 2012-04-05
Help your baby learn all about farm animals with this ebook Now in
ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. From finding a woolly sheep,
to a cute yellow duck, your baby will love learning about farm animals.
Read them with your baby, they'll love the playful images. It is perfect for
reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition.
The Tractor Book - DK 2015-05-01
The definitive visual history of the tractor The complete history of farm
machinery, from steam and vintage tractors to the latest combine
harvesters is showcased in this lavishly illustrated volume. Packed with
images and tractor data on more than 200 iconic machines, The Tractor
Book explores the entire range of tractors and farming machines from
around the world, such as Fordson Model F and Massey-Harris GP.
Histories of famous marques, such as John Deere and Massey Ferguson,
sit alongside immersive visual tours of celebrated machines. The Tractor
Book covers how tractors work, their history, major marques and
catalogues tractors from every era making this a must-have for anyone
my-first-tractor-board-dk-my-first-board-s

fascinating by these extraordinary machines.
Baby Touch and Feel: Tractor - DK 2010-11-29
An interactive touch and feel book for babies that inspires hands-on
learning. Tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage the
development of motor skills and early learning. Baby Touch and Feel:
Tractor is an interactive and fun way to help your child learn not only
words but shapes and textures too. Bold, bright pictures and colorful
illustrations will be more than enough to keep your baby’s attention. This
adorable picture book is a perfect first book for preschoolers and makes
for an ideal baby gift. Not too big and not too small, this sturdy, padded
sensory book is just the right size for little hands to hold. No need for
Mom and Dad to turn the pages! Babies and toddlers can turn the tough
board book pages themselves, which helps to develop their fine motor
skills while building an early language foundation. This charming board
book for babies includes: • An amazing range of different textures to
explore • Clearly labeled pictures and a simple, easy to follow design •
Easy to read text to encourage early vocabulary building • A texture or
eye-catching area on every page • Rounded edges and chunky pages,
protecting babies and their growing teeth Learning to read should
always be this fun. Kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board
book for babies and toddlers, from making the noises and reading the
names to feeling the different textures. Packed full of shiny objects and
some bumps and grooves, this educational book will engage small
children and stimulate early childhood development in different ways.
This touchy feely book, with its strong, baby-safe jacket, makes for an
ideal baby gift. Complete the Series This delightful book is part of the
Baby Touch and Feel range of board books for babies and toddlers from
DK Books and includes titles like Baby Touch and Feel Animals, Baby
Touch and Feel Bedtime, Baby Touch and Feel Colors and Shapes, and
more for your little one to enjoy!
My First Tractor - DK 2016-02-02
In My First Tractor, kids learn about different types of their favorite
tractors, their colors, and their uses. This informational book features
high-quality and engaging pictures of tractors, as well as counting and
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color-matching activities. Each spread has exciting facts and different
labels for each part of the tractor. The images are labeled clearly and
promote early learning and language skills. These books can be read
either alone or with an adult. Learn about tractors all through the year
with My First Tractor! This revamp of DK's most successful board books
series includes updated photography, contemporary design, and an
insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold
design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning
books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills
that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My First series
not only provides a collection of educational information books that
children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of
independent learning.
My Terrific Tractor Book! - DK PUBLISHING 2007
Chugger-chugger-chugger! Tractors are AMAZING! Look and feel how
big the tyres are. Find out what's under the bonnet. And just listen to the
noise they make! Brrrm! Brrrm! Flaps and pop-ups, things to pull, touch,
and feel, and a terrific tractor sound button. . . this book is full of
surprises!
Diggers - DK 2009-06-15
Each of these board books is shaped like a vehicle. When readers open
the books, they step into the vehicle, learning about a new aspect of its
operation on each spread. Full of simple diagrams and fun facts, kids will
read and play with these books again and again. Diggers lets kids step
into a big, tough digger, and learn about how the driver makes it do its
job on the construction site.
My First Farm Board Book - Andrea Curley 2004-03-01
Labeled illustrations and brief text introduce animals, equipment, and
other things found on a farm. On board pages.
My First Tractor Board Book - Jane Yorke 2006
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy
machinery, including forklifts and front-end loaders, as well as their
functions.
My First Number Board Book - Dorling Kindersley Publishing 1999
my-first-tractor-board-dk-my-first-board-s

Introduces the concepts of numbers, counting, and simple arithmetic. On
board pages.
First 100 Trucks - Roger Priddy 2018-03-01
Your little one will love to discover the incredible trucks and things that
go inside this bright board book. There are 100 different truck
photographs to look at and talk about, and 100 truck names to read and
learn, too. The pages are made from tough board for hours of fun
reading, and the cover is softly padded for little hands to hold.
My First Word Book - Angela Wilkes 1991
A first dictionary, designed to help young children enrich their
vocabulary and learn early reading skills. Compiled with the help of
leading experts on child literacy, this book contains over 1000 of the
words most commonly used by children. All the words are grouped
together thematically, with each double page spread featuring a topic of
special interest to the child such as at the seaside, around the house, on
the farm and at the supermarket.
My First Animal Lift-the-flap Board Book - DK PUBLISHING 2002
Devised by educational experts to help pre-school children build early
vocabulary, this My First book is illustrated throughout with colourful
images of a wide range of animals from cute baby rabbits to large
ferocious lions. With sturdy pages are great for exploring hands and 45
fun flaps for children to lift and explore!
Dump Truck - Nicola Deschamps 2000
Take a trip to a building site! Come inside and find out what this mighty
machine can do.
My First Farm - DK 2009-11-16
My First Farm: Let's Get Working! helps kids develop first language
skills by introducing them to the animals and machines on a farm. Each
tabbed section focuses on a different category of farm life, from baby
animals to tractors.
My First Trucks - DK 2016-03-31
Relaunch of DK's My First series Encourage talking and build vocabulary
with this fun first picture book. My First Trucks features 17 spreads of
trucks and vehicles. Clear word labels accompany each image. Spreads
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include: Trucks, Diggers, Gas tanker, Car transporter, Emergency, Road
trains, Snow plow, Logging truck, Find the load, Monster truck,
Excavator, Bulldozer, Tractor, Road roller, Colorful trucks, and Truck
shapes.
100 First Words - DK 2017-03-01
With lots to talk about, learn about, and smile about on every page, 100
First Words is a picture book for babies and toddlers that builds
vocabulary, and is perfect for sharing. 100 First Words covers all the
familiar things little ones are interested in, from my body and my food, to
animals, things that go, and bedtime. Crystal-clear photos show the
wonder of the real world, while engaging illustrations tell simple stories
that foster learning, from penguins playing in the snow and ice, to a
mouse climbing a ladder to reach the height of a very tall giraffe! Word
labels encourage pointing, naming, and talking while building vocabulary
and language. Cleverly designed to inform and entertain, 100 First
Words is the start of your baby's learning adventure - the world is
amazing, beautiful, fascinating, and fun!
Good Night Tractors - Adam Gamble 2020-06-30
Good Night Tractors showcases hauling fruits and vegetables, digging
expansive holes, harvesting plants and crops, churning soil, cutting
grass, and more. The many functions and uses for tractors of all shapes
and sizes are explored in the pages of this colorful board book. Little
ones will love reading about how their food is grown on the farm. From
harvesting wheat to getting dirty in the mud, Good Night Tractors
highlights it all. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our
World series, which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations
and exciting themes. Grab your things and let's hop on the tractor! It's
time to explore the farm.
My First Animals - DK 2010-06-21
My First Animals: Let's Squeak and Squawk! helps kids develop first
language skills by introducing them to a world of incredible animals.
Each tabbed section focuses on a different category of animals, from
birds to mammals to sea creatures.
The Big Book of Things That Go - DK 2016-07-19
my-first-tractor-board-dk-my-first-board-s

From a spectacular giant dump truck to a speedy little race go-cart, The
Big Book of Things That Go is a visual and informative look at a subject
that fascinates kids. Full of detailed artwork and photographs of real-life
vehicles, The Big Book of Things That Go is an enticing collection of
trucks, cars, motorcycles, and more that will excite every child. This
visual guide features simple but informative text and interactive
questions that encourage young children to make their own discoveries
about the vehicles around them and how and why machines are useful.
Broken into two-page-spread themes, young readers can learn about
various vehicles including fire trucks, tractors, cranes, and much more.
With striking images and informative text, The Big Book of Things That
Go is the perfect guide for young readers who want to learn more about
different machines used around the world.
100 First Things That Go - DK 2019-02-12
Jump aboard and point to the busy vehicles in this things that go baby
ebook. Filled with cars, trucks, planes, boats, tractors, and diggers, it
helps little ones learn first words and build vocabulary. Favorite vehicles
are labeled on every page, and the exciting photos combined with fun
illustrations provide lots to talk about, learn about, and smile about,
making this colorful picture ebook an attractive baby gift. Part of a
beautiful, first word ebook series, which includes the award-winning 100
First Words and 100 First Animals, the ebook covers everything from
cool cars, terrific trucks, and awesome fire engines, to vehicle colors and
kids' own ride-on toys. There are even some entertaining make-believe
things that go, such as a fantastic pirate ship and a magic broomstick.
Every page is a visual treat, and little ones will love all the amazing
machines, and be captivated by the delightful illustrations, from a digger
unearthing a dinosaur skeleton to a fire engine pulling up by a tree to
rescue a cat. Word labels encourage naming and picture-and-word
association, building language and reading readiness, while the inviting,
look-and-point pictures stimulate talking. Cleverly designed to inform
and entertain, 100 First Things That Go takes your baby on an exciting
learning adventure.
My First Things That Go - DK 2016-02-02
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In My First Things That Go, kids learn about different types of
transportation, including planes, trains, and cars. This informational
vehicle book features a variety of transportation vehicles. Each spread
has exciting facts, labels, and high-quality pictures. The images are
labeled clearly and promote early learning and language skills. The
books can be read either alone or with an adult, and they encourage
learning on your own. My First Things That Go is the perfect
transportation book for kids! This revamp of DK's most successful board
books series includes updated photography, contemporary design, and
an insightful approach to engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold
design, clear labels, and a wide variety of topics, these first learning
books encourage children to build the vocabulary and language skills
that form the foundation of early education. DK's iconic My First series
not only provides a collection of educational information books that
children can refer back to again and again, but also offers a first taste of
independent learning.
My First Trucks and Diggers - Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff
2014
Hands-on fun awaits you and your toddler as you learn about trucks and
diggers with 'My First Trucks and Diggers.' Packed with colourful
pictures and activities, your toddler will love discovering familiar
vehicles with this tactile board book.
Jonny Lambert's Construction Site - Jonny Lambert 2020-03-03
A beautifully illustrated book for babies featuring lots of noisy diggers
working together on a very busy building site. Turn the pages and lift the
flaps to watch the big-wheeled digger shovel and scoop up the rubble
with its big metal bucket, see how the long-armed crane stretches up
high with a very heavy load, and watch the road roller chug slowly along
to flatten the ground. With busy vehicles pushing, pulling, tipping,
rumbling, chugging, scooping, and beeping, little ones will love learning
about what happens on the building site, and joining in to make the noisy
digger sounds. This hard-wearing board book has large flaps for babies
and toddlers to lift and sturdy pages for little ones who are beginning to
turn the pages. They'll reveal the busy diggers doing different jobs and
my-first-tractor-board-dk-my-first-board-s

working hard to build a shiny new house! The short text is fun to read
aloud and share with toddlers, while labels develop vocabulary and help
little ones to learn the names of all their favorite diggers and trucks.
Jonny Lambert's Farm - Jonny Lambert 2020-12
Turn the pages and lift the flaps to watch the mooing cows and their
calves emerge from the barn after winter and play in the fresh grass of
spring, see how the farmer collects the hay in his big tractor, and watch
the clever dog bring all the cows and sheep inside the barn, ready for
winter to come again. With playful animals mooing, baaing, and
squawking, little ones will love learning about life on the farm
throughout the seasons, and joining in to make the noisy animal sounds.
This hard-wearing board book has large flaps for babies and toddlers to
lift, and sturdy pages for little ones who are beginning to turn the pages.
They'll reveal the cute animals having fun on the farm and the busy
farmer doing different jobs with his trusty dog to keep the farm running!
The short text is fun to read aloud and share with toddlers, while labels
encourage interaction as little ones join in with the animal sounds.
Tractor - DK Publishing, Inc 2007
"Reveal the world of tractors in this fun flap book!"--Cover back.
Tractor - Claire Llewellyn 2002-03-28
This text provides information about tractors, including Amazing Facts
sections, running glossaries and detailed annotation. It contains artworks
which compare the tractors and the jobs they do with familiar everyday
objects.
Tractor - DK 2010-06-21
Full of simple diagrams and fun facts, Shaped Board Book: Tractor helps
kids learn how real farmers use tractors to do important jobs all around
the farm.
My First Zoo - Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2016-04
Hands-on fun awaits you and your toddler as you learn about zoo animals
with My First Zoo: Let's meet the Animals! Packed with colourful
pictures and activities, your toddler will love discovering all about zoo
animals with this tactile board book. You can read it together and help
them turn the pages using the easy-grip picture tabs. Bright
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photographic pictures will take your toddler to the zoo as they discover
all the zoo animals, from rabbits and pony to tigers and lions while funfilled questions and word games on every page support early learning.
With activities featuring colourful zoo animals and mix and match games,
there's lots for your toddler to engage with in My First Zoo: Let's meet
the Animals!
My First Shapes - DK 2017-06-13
Part of DK's successful My First board book series, My First Shapes
features images with clear labels and was created with a preschooler's
stage of educational development in mind. Preschoolers can learn about
all different shapes in My First Shapes, an informational board book
featuring images of triangles, rectangles, stars, hearts, and more, and
including a toy train scene with all the My First Shapes called out. The
bold, beautiful images are labeled clearly, promoting early learning and
language skills, and the pages are filled with the distinctive, iconic
design of DK's My First series. Made with toddlers ages 0-2 in mind, the
book's sturdy format is ideal for small hands to hold and carry. Whether
read alone or with an adult, My First Shapes encourages independent
learning as preschoolers get to know all the basic shapes.
My First Tractor - Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2016-02-01
The ideal first book to introduce tractors to toddlers, My First Tractor is
packed with colourful images and clear word-labels to encourage early
learning. Help your toddler learn all about tractors in My First Tractors.
With colourful, bright pictures of tractors alongside clear word-labels
your little one will see ploughing and planting and a combine harvester.
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From counting tractors to different coloured tractors, My First Tractor
keeps early learning simple and fun for your little one. Perfect for
encouraging children to build vocabulary and language skills, My First
Tractor helps toddlers grasp early concepts. Your little one will love
discovering pictures of tractors while holding the chunky pages of this
tactile board book. Read it together and help them turn the pages and
learn all about tractors.
Tractor - DK 1999-03-15
Look at all the amazing machines you'll find on a farm. Take a close look
at a tractor and its various attachments and learn how a crop is planted
and cared for. Looking at a variety of machines with a wide range of
uses, the Machines at Work series explains how vehicles help people on
farms, construction sites, and other busy places. Each of the books
answers questions with bright, interesting photographs of machines in
different situations to explain how they work and what they do. Complete
with plenty of amazing facts on this popular subject, the Machines at
Work series is sure to be a hit with young readers and machine
enthusiasts. Vroom-vroom!
Fire Truck - Caroline Bingham 2006-06
Introduces fire engines and the work that they help firefighters do in all
kinds of settings.
Baby: Tractor! - DK Publishing 2012-02-01
Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition, these
chunky board books are just right for babies who love to explore shape
and color. Fun flaps, bright colors, and simple, bold designs will grab
baby's attention. Simple, playful text makes it easy for reading aloud.
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